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Traditionally, fleet vehicle schedules for mass transit
systems are determined by using a miniiDuai ccs- flow model.
However, with constraints such as an upper bound on the
number of lines that a vehicle can service in a vehicle
block, the minimum cosz flow s-ruc-ur? is lest. Two
heuristic procedures, a raatching-basad orccadure and a -.ime
increnent procedure, are developed for scheduling a fleet of
vehicles under these additional constraints. The3e proce-
dures attempr tc minimize the average number of lines a
vehicle block will traverse while maintaining a high average
number of -rips per vehicle schedule, low deadhead and
waiting times and a linimum number of vehiclei to ssrvice a
timetable. Both procedures minimize a veig'r.ted sum ccsr
func-icn and hav€ been tested on two databc.ses including the
Monterey-Salinas Transit system in Cali'f orni=.. Scluticns
comparable to the present vehicle 3cl.edu].es for the
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I- INTROPgCTIQH
For a mass transit system, the schednling of irrivrrs; and
vehicles is a probl.=m that can be solved wi-h rum^-rcus
procedures. This thesis only addresses the vehicle scrhed-
uling profclem but it does so in a way that shcula rssi-;t in
the scluticn to the driver scheduling problem.
A. fidCKGBOnND
The state-of-the-art in the scheduling of criveri.- and
vehicles for a mass transit system has advanced f'.cm p::iiri-
tive, but yet effective, manual methods to ccTput erized
procedures. The manual methods have produced r-asc-.able
solutions but have several disadvantages.
1. The time required to produce a solution say be lenathy
(several weeks) .
2. Extra constraints are difficult to handi~,
3. Alternate solutions cannot be tested quickly c..-d
effectively.
Furthermore, the quality of a manual i-olu+icn ftr a
ccmplsx problem such as the vehicle schedulir.g oroclem with
side constraints can be dependent upon the -:-xperi-"-nce level
cf the planner cr scheduler and it is becoming -xtr=mely
difficult to train n sw schedulers.
With the advent of computerized procedures, good
feasibla solutions can be quiclcly found and multiple
feasible sclutions can be efficiently derived by changing
the parameters of the model. Moreover, computerized proce-
dures can reduce the effort and time necessary to zrain the
novics scheduler.

Mar.y cf th<5 earlier computarizsd procedar^s wsr^ i^v-=l-
cped along tha linas of run cutting which takss a vehicle
schedule and separates the schedule in'io segments or pieces
for solving the driver scheduling problem. The first large
scale computerized i aple Plantation of run cutting was called
BUCUS. The RUCDS system for scheduling urban mass transit
drivers and vehicles, [Ref. 1], was developed in the late
1960* £ and field tested in ^he early 1970«s. The firs-
V:?rsicn of ROCUS was made available to ind'ostry in 1973.
Since BUCUS was developed under the sponsorship cf -he Urban
Mass Transpcrtation Administration (UMTA) of -^-.he U.S.
Department of Transportation, it was intended to be a
general package available to and usable by a wide varie-^y of
transit agencies. The initial experiences with RUCUS were
dr.sappcinting in the sense that few agencies were able to
successfully use it without significant modification. The
l''iter version of RUCOS (called RUCUS2) is much easier tc use
a:-d operates in a more "user friendly" environment.
However, EUCUS2 was just recently released by UMTA so that
its success in the field is still too early to determine.
C-:her approaches to solving the driver and vehicle sched-
uling problems use set partitioning and set covering
mrthcds, [Hef. 2]. Except in isolated cases, these proce-
dures have not y =t been used in an operational environment.
Heuristic approaches for solving these problems, [Hef. 3],
are the ccncurrent scheduler, the service profile deccmpcsi-
tion , and the matching-based algorithm. Again, these
procedures have only been used in the field in isolated
cases. This thesis will adapt some of the mat ching-fcased
procedures in [Ref. 3] and [Hef. 4] to solve the vehicle




E. THE AIGCSITHHIC PHILOSOPHY
Th€ algcrithaic philosophy that is tjraditionally us=d ir.
scheduling vehiclas and drivers fcr mass transit; systems is
to solve the vehicle scheduling problem Ifirsr, perform a run
cut and then solve the driver scheduling problem. Recently,
this philosophy has come into qu:2'~-::ion by some since driver
costs dominate vehicle operating cost (generally driver
costs can be well over half the operr.ting cost of a system) .
Ey solving the vehicle scheduling oroblen first, the driver
scheduling solution is "ioclced m-o" the vehicle schedule
solution. A discussion of the r-cCim: work in this area can
be found in [Ref. 2] and [Ref. 4], '?hus, the question
arises whether it is be-tsr to ieveiop a procedure that
simultaneously schedules vehicle bioclcs and driver pieces or
to develop vehicle schedules which anticipate -he po-ential
run cut. This analysis has cesD. acterap*:ed [Ref- U] bur has
not yet been completed. Preli;ainary rrsults indicate that
such an approach can te very effective.
C. OTJERVIEH OF THESIS
The procedures investigated in tihis -hesis were tested
on a database from the Mcn-arey portion of the
Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) 3y;;:tem an 3 one other database
that was artifically constructed. Th2se approaches only
dealt with vehicle scheduling, not driver scheduling. 3y
appropriately selecting the weights ::or a weighted sum cost
functicn and creating a network i^ith the feasible arcs
having the costs associated in these procedures, the sched-
uling of the vehicles can be manipulated so as to reduce the
total deadhead time of the vehicles, to reduce the total
waiting time of the vehicles, to reduce the average number
of lines a vehicle can traverse and to increase, as much as
possible, the average number of trips per vehicle block.
11

Tha initial work or the vehicle scheduling from the '^ST
database was carried out by another Naval ?c£-gracuat'=
School student, LCDR M. L. Mitchell, and his resul-s ar
^
compared to the results obtained from the two acprcaches
investigated hare. This initial study has significantly
influenced the work in this thesis.
In Chapter II, -cha definitions of the mass transi-^
vehicle scheduling problem are given and in Chapter III, the
vehicle scheduling prcblem is formulated matheaatically . In
Chapter IV, th= heuristics for solving the problem ar=
develcped and in Chapter V, the computational results are
displayed. The conclusions and suggested areas for fur- her




A. THE VEHICLE SCHEEOLING PROBLEH
The crc'clem st-udied in this thasis is rhs vehicle sched-
uling prctlen. This problem's principal characteristic is
tha- each -asic to bi serviced has a specific time -of day
when the -ask is tc iregin ar.d a specific lime of day when i-
is tc end. This should be contras-ed wi-h vehicle rcu-ing
problems where the casks to be serviced do no- have a priori
specified times for teginning and ending service. A vehicle
schedule cnusx be feasible in bo-h time and space since a
vehicle cannot he a- t vo locations at -he same tixe. A
discussion of the contrast between vehicle rcu-ing and
vehicle scheduling problems is given in [Hef. 4].
The sequencing of tl-e vehicle activities in both tinie
and sface is at the he=rt of vehicle scheduling problems.
The real-world corntraints that commonly determine the
complexity of vehicle scheduling problem are the following:
1. Ihe length of tiice c. vehicle may be m service
before returning to the depot for servicing or
IS fuelinf;.
2. The servicing of certain tasks by specific vehicle
types.
3. Ihe number of depots where vehicles may be housed.
The assuiEptions for this thesis which are deemed reasonable
in the context of a aiass transit system are the following:
1. There is no upper bound on the length of a vehicle
schedule.
2. All vehicles are identical.
3. All vehicles are housed at the same depot.
4. fiTiY task can be serviced by any vehicle.
13

Th9 cbj<=ctivs used in most analyses of this tj'g- is t.c
mininiizs total number of vehicles or zcza.! deadh«=aG -im =
(deadhead rime is defined in -he next section). Because of
the side constraints thar must be satisfied, other objec-
tives may be more applicable. In this srudy, the ctjectiv«i
used attemp-cs to minimize a modified linear combination of
vehicle deadhead time, waiting time, average number of line^?
in a vehicle block and average number of lines/nu-nber of
trips in a vehicle block. This objective is defined in ixoz'j
detail in Chapter III.
B. DEFIHITIONS
Kass transit systems are made up of lines and line
schedules. A line is defined to be a specification of :i
start location, an end location and any intermediate stop
locations over which service is to be provided. A trip i? a
one-way traversal of the line from the start locd-.icn zc the
end location through the intermediate stops in the .:rder
specified. A line schedule is defined to be the tiiip
schedule for a line over a single day which may con.sist of
one or irore tries. Figure 2. 1 is an example of a lin-
schedule for a line. The ti met abl e for the transit syster
is the collection of line schedules for all lines in th?
transit system.
Typically, a vehicle will depart the garage or depot in
the mcrning, travel to a start location of a line, traverse
several trips, travel to the start location of another line,
traverse several trips of this line and continue in thi.-:-
manner until it finally returns to the garage or depot.
Figure 2.2 is an example of a vehicle schedule (Note: WT and
EHT are defined below). Most, if not all, mass transit
systems have a high period of requirements for service in
the mcrning rush (called the AM peak) , a reduced level for
14
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Figure 2.1 Exaiple of a Line Schedule for Line 22.
service in the middle part of the day and then a period of
high leguirements in the late afternoon (called the Pf
Mais) • ^s a result of the AM and PM peaks, a vehicls can
return, to the garage during the day and reappear on the
stri^ets later in the day.
Fcr the remainder of this thesis, the following defini-
tions are used:
]i±]ii:52§ Slock: the work performed by a vehicle between
traveling to and from the depot; i.e., if a vehicle Irft and
returned to the depot several times during a day, its
schedule fcr that day would consist of several vehicle
blocks. The makeup of the vehicle blocks is important
because, in the traditional way of scheduling drivers, -^h'^se
15






































































































Figure 2.2 Example of a Vehicle Schedule.
vehicle blocks are broken up into pieces by a prc)cess called
run cutting and these pieces are then used in d::iver sched-
uling. In forming the vehicle blocks, a sche;iulir should
never lose sight of the eventual run cut to oe p^irfcrraed. A
poor vehicle schedule in terms of how the vehicle schedule,
when cut, satisfies the constraints on th'-3 Iriv^-r schedules
can lead to a peer run cut and, h^nc=:, ar '=xper-sive driver
scheduling configuration. A description of run cutting can
he f curd in [Ref . 1 ].
Vehicle S c hjf du 1 e : the combmatior. of v^.hiole blocks that
makes up a schedule for a single vehicle.
^^iJili^d Tim* (DHT) : the time during which a vehicle is
traveling tut is not involved in re/enue producing
service, i.e
.
, not traversing a trip on a line.
Waiting Tije (WT): idle time before or after a trip when a
vehicle is neither traversing a trip nor deadheading. in




22Slsc[§ Nunibar of Lings D€r Vehicle Block (L/B) : sumnation
of the tctal number cf lines for each vehicle block divided
by rhs total number cf vehicles blocks required.
Average Number cf Trips per Veh icle Schedule (T/V) : summa-
tion cf the total number of trips for each vehicle schedule
divided by the tcral number of vehicle schedules required.
Kaximmi Number of Lines (ML) : maximum allowable number of
lines any vehicle blcck can traverse m a given day. ML is
a valu= that can be specified by -he scheduler for the
purpose cf producing vehicle schedules which c~.n be config-
ured tc assist in solving the driver scheduling problem.
i?§.xii!!i35! Allowabl 6 Deadhea d Timi (MDHT) : maximum deadhead
time allowed for a vehicle between -wo -rips. MDHT is a
value specified by the scheduler for the purpose cf
preventing an excess amount of deadhead time in a vehicle
block.
i3§xJiiDi35 Allowable Wa J.tin g Time (ilJiT) : maximum waiting time
allowed for a vehicle between two -rips. mwt is a value
specified by the scheduler for preventing an excess arrounr
cf waiting -ime in a vehicle block.
A vehicle block is said to i nrer linj between two lines A
and B if -he vehicle is to traverse a trip on line A
followed by a trip from line 3. The vehicle schedule in
Figure 2.2 is made up of two vehicle blocks. Thus, in -his
vehicle schedule, there is interlining be-we=n line 7, -rip
4 and line 5, trip 4 and interlining between line 5, -^rip 4
and line 1, trip 11, etc. Vehicle blDck 1 covers -rips from
two lines, lines 5 and f and vehicle block 2 covers trips
from three lines, lines 4,5 and 7. To restrict the number
cf lines that a vehicle can service in a vehicle blcck is zo
restrict the degree of interlining m the block. The
vehicle schedule displayed in Figure 2.2 wculd be infeasible
if the constraint of traversing trips from only twc lines on
a vehicle block was applied.
17

In th€ procedures ds'/elopsd in this thesis, th^ T^xijium
number cf lines in a yehiclB block is explicitly
constrained. To the author's Icnorfledge, no ether published
procedure developed sc far tries to handle this constraint.
Most, if not all, cf the procedures have net handled this
type cf constraint since the interlining constraints destroy
the simple network flow structure of the vehicle scheduling
problem. However, these constraints should not ts ignored
since a very restrictive set of interlining cons-^raints can
significantly cost the transi--. age:.icy in both the number of
vehicles required and total deadheading and waiting time.
Such results will be seen later in this thesis.
18

Ill- FOBMOLATION OF THE VEHICLE SCHEDULING PROBLEM
Fcr the formulation of a vehicle scheduling problem, two
types of scheduling problems shouli be understood as -hey
apply to a nezwork. The two types are -hose wi-chcut side
contraints and those with side constraints.
A. SCHEDOLING PBOBLEM fITHOOT SIDE CONSTRAINTS
MOST procedures for solving -he single depo- vehicle
scheduling problem partition -he nodes (tasks) of an acyclic
network in-c a s<=t of panh s in such a way tha- a specified
cost (objective) function is minimized. This cost function
is constructed to be additive over the arcs in the retwork.
Each path in the network corresponds to the schedule for a
single vehicle [Hef. 3]. Th? cost function generally itiiri-
mizes either the number of paths since the number of
required vehicles equals the number of paths or 'he total
deadhead tim^s of th? vehicles.
An assumption is made that a timetable is given =nd for
each trip i in the timetable, the start time, ST(i) , =nd
time, ST (i) , start location, SL(i) , ?nd location, EL(i),
line number, L(i), trip number, T (i) , and a d=pot are speci-
fied. The location of the depot is given by the letters s
and t (s and t are- defined below) . Figure 3. 1 is an example
of a timetable sorted by the start time of the tasks.
Additionally, a deadhead time matrix, D = DD (EL (i) , SL ( j) ) , is
given where DD(EL(i) ,SL(j)) is the deadhead time required to
go from the end location of trip i, EL(i) , to the beginning
location cf trip j, SL(j). Since a vehicle must go from the
depot to the beginning of a trip or from the ending of a
trip to the depot, there is an extra row and column in the
19

start ind St.art End Line Tr;Lp
Tinif? Time Lcca tio n Location Number Number
5:U5 6: 40 2 1 12 1
6:00 7:06 2 1 12 2
6:09 6: aO 3 1 1 1
19:05 19: 33 1 9 U 22
rigure 3. 1 Timetable Input Example.
d^adhsad nja--rix corresponding to the deadhead time into and
cut of *h« depot.
Fcr a vehicle scheduling problem wi-.hout side
constraints, it is possible to create a ne-work from this
data and solve th= scheduling problem using a niinimum cost:
flow algorithm. k mathematical forraulat.ion of the miriimum
cost flew mcdel cap. te found in [Rsf. 5]- The s*ruc-:ure of
this netwcrk is giver as follows:
1. Each trip i in the timetable is represen-ed by nodes i
and -i.
2. A superscurce s and supersink - are defined.
3. Tacls T displays -h= arcs in the nervcrk. I* is
impcr-can- -cc note -hat not all -i -o j arcs are
feasible as discussed below.
In crder for node i (trip i) to be scheduled, flew from
ncd= i -c -i is required. Thus, the lower bound (LB) and
the upper bcund (UB) en arc (+i,-i) equals 1. The ccst/uni-
flow is C. The cost D of leaving node -i and going tc the
depot (supersink t) is equal to -he deadhead time frcm EL (i)
to th= depot. Also, arc (-i,t) has a lower bound on flew of
and an upper bound on flow of inf (infinity) . Similarly,





From 1 To 1 LB 1 UB 1 COST
+ i
1 . , .
-i 1 1 1 1 !
t 1 1 inf 1 D
s 1 ••i 1 1 inf 1 2'
-i *j 1 1 inf j C«
1 t 1 s i A 1 3 I c 1
I
i is equal to the dsadh'=ad time from the dspo- ^ tc SI (i)
and arc (s,+i) has a lowar bound on flow of and an upper
bound on flow of inf (inf ini ty) . The cos- C associated with
going from t -o s is if mininiizing deadhead •.tanh cnli, or
is equal to the capital cost of -ha v?,hicie if the ctjective
is zo minimize a modified linear combination of opera-ring
and capital cost. The lower bound for * lo s. A, if: either
or the minimum number of vehicles required. The upper
bound value B is either the maxijium number of vehic:les
allowed or infinity.
An arc from -i tc +j is defined only if it is jeasible
to go from the end of trip i to the beginning ot trip 1.
This will be feasibla if Equation (3.1) is satisfied^
ST(j) - ET(i) - DD (EL(i) ,SL(j) ) > Eqn (3.1)
With no additional constraints. The cost C from node -i to
node +j is generally the deadhead time or the waiting time
encountered in going from EL(i) to SL (j) .
21

B. SCHEDDLIHG WITH INTERLINING COHSTHAINTS
With side ccnstraints such as maxiniua numbsr cf lines
thai: can be traversed in a block, a different approach mus-
ts used since the ma thema-ical structure cf the minimuni cost
flow model is destroyed. A basic property of flow algcr-
ithns is that they dc not have memory; i.e. they are only
interested in the existence, quantity and cost of flow and
not in the additional conditions such as length cf flow
path. In attempting to set up the above network when the
problem has side constraints, it is impossible to know a
£;ricri if the arc from -i to +j will exist since the exis-
tence of this arc is dependent on the conditions on tha oath
up tc ncd!= i and the conditions on the path leading out of
nod-5 j. To illustrate, suppose the path through -i includes
trips from 3 different lines; trip j is a vehicle block by
its<:lf; trip j is from a different line; and there is an
upp'ir bound of 3 lines on any vehicle block. Then, an arc
froii node -i to node •-j will not be feasible. If trip j is
a t::ip from one of the lines already on the path to ncd^ -i,
the;i this arc would be feasible. Flow algorithiis ar= not
abl r to tsst for these conditions.
In Chap-^er IV, two basic iterative algorithms are devel-
oped to solve the vehicle scheduling problem. The feature
cf these algorithms is that, unlike the vehicle scheduling
problem without sidi constraints, the procedures define a
sequence cf networks, each network dependent upon the algor-
ithm us5d (mat ching-tased or time incrament) and an arc
tetw€€n -rips i and j is allowed only if interlining condi-
tions are met in addition to the feasibili+y requirement of
Equation (3.1). Additionally, if, out cf trip i, there
exists mere than one feasible trip j, then a decision has to
be made as to which trip j to select. The two algorithms
utilize the same basic cost function for concatenating trips
22

into partial vehicle blocics which -.Hows .for a d=cisicn t.c
select 'he trip j rhat minimizes the cost if more than cne
trip is feasible. Fez the discussion on rhe cosr function,
it will be assumed that one vehicle block ends wi-h trif i
and ancth'rr vehicle hlock begins wiih trip j.
C. CCST PONCTION FOB CONCATENATIOM 0? THIPS
Fcr th€ vehicle scheduling probiem wLth interlining
constraints, zhe cost function tha- is minimized is a modi-
fied linear weighted sum of vehicle dradhr-ad time, vehicle
waiting time, number of lines traversed :.n a vehicle blcck
and nuirbsr cf lines/number cf trips in a v-r-hicle block. Th^
iterative algorithms require the costs to be tabulated as
each new trip j is added •'o a vehicle blocic ending with trip
i. It is dene in the following manner. Assume that there
exists a partial vehicle block associated with trip i where
trip i is the last trip on the vehicio block and a partial
vehicle block with trip j, where trip j is the first trip on
the vehicle block. Then, the cost for conca-^=-natin g the
partial vehicles blocks for trip i a.id trip j is given in
Equation (3.2) .
C» (i# j) = A1 X LC > A2 X TC + \3 x D (EL (i) , SL ( j) )
* AU X max (ST ( j)-3T(i)-DD (EL(i) ,3L (j) )-5 ,0) Eqn(3.2)
where A1 is the weight factor for number lines traversed.
LC is the "^otal number cf lines :_n the
concatenated block.
A2 is the weight factor for TC.
TC is the LC time 100 divided by number of trips
in the concatenated block.
A3 is the weight factor for deadhead time.
A 4 is the weight factor for waiting tim?.
23

Equaticn (3.2) used th<? four fac-ors for th= r?=3cn =
d3scrit<=d below.
If ccst was not important, the ideal schedule would have
each vehicle block traverse only one line during a day. Such
a schedule cculd be extremely costly since it would require
a large number of vehicle blocks and/or drivers and probably
create a situation with extreme amounts of deadhead time for
going back and forth to the depot or waiting tin^. This
situation will be seen in the computa-ional results. This
ideal schedule is probably :ioz prac-icai because cf budg-
eting considerations. Thus, a solu-ior. procadure should
insure thac the average number of Unas in each vehicle
block will be as small as possible. In this way, when a run
cut is administered to each vehicle block, driver ccs-.z are
reduced. Therefore, in the procedures develcp-e-: here, a
penalty is incurred if a vehicle block -raverses mere tha-
cne line. This penalty increases linearly wi-h the number of
different lines the concatenated vehicle block would -rav-
erse. This factcr has a weight cf A1.
If keeping the number cf lines -raversed in a vehicle
block to a ffiiniirum is a goal, a weight factor is designed
which takes into account the number cf lines traversed
divided by the number of trips for a vehicle block. If a
vehicle block traverses only one lire on a given day then
the ratic is small unless the vehicle block traverses only
cne trip. A vehicle block which traverses two or three
lines while covering ten trips may be better than a vehicle
block that cnly covers one line with one trip. Since this
number is small when compared to the total deadhead and
waiting time terms in Equation (3.2) , this number is scaled
by multiplying by 100. This factor has a weight of A2.
Ore cf the most undesirable features of a vehicle
schedule fcr a mass transit system is excess deadhead time.
Deadhead time is costly in terms of driver pay hcurs and
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vehicle operating cos-*-.s. Of course, some deadhead time is
an unavoidatl* ccst such as when a vehicle leaves -he dspot
for the first time of the day and vhen rhe vehicle returns
to -he d€pct at the encl of the day. However, 0'= wants tc
prevent as much as possible the deadhead between the end
location cf one trip and the start, location of the next trip
in a vehicle block or th9 return cf the vehicle to the depot
during the day. A weight of A3 is assigned to the deadhead
time tc gc from EL(i) to SL ( j) .
Waiting time is another expense that the transit agency
wishes tc hold to a minimum since the vehicle is not
producing revenu* when waiting and the driver has to be paid
when the vehicle is idle. However, a little waiting time
can be cf benefit tc the systea. A layover cf less than
five sinutes is not considered a penalty. An example is the
following. If the waiting time is small, it might be
possible to connect two trips with the same line nuirber into
a vehicle block cr it might be possible to use waiting time
to have a driver relieved by another driver. Also, waiting
time can be used as a period of time for the driver to have
a break or for the schedule to be caught up (if the vehicle
is running late) . A factor was assigned to waiting time and
carried a weight of fiU.
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IV. HEOBISTICS FOR THE VEHICLE SCHEDULING PHOBLZM
In this chap'ar, two basic procedures for creating an
initial se-c of v€hicl= blocks under interlining constraints
are described. These procedures are the "".iiiia increment
procedure" and the "matching procedure". Also, in this
chapter, -he block improvement procedure for forming an
improved set of vehicle blocks from the initial set of
vehicle blocks is givan. Additionally, in this chapter, two
procedures for concatenating the vehicle blocks into a final
vehicle schedule are presented. Thasi procedures (outside
of the block improvement procedure) repeatedly concatenate
vshicl€ blocks ir.tc larger vehicle blocks or vehicls sched-
ules. A description of how these procedures fit together
into a set of algorithms for solving the problem concludes
this chapter.
A. ISITIAL VEHICLE EIOCK PROCEDURES
''
• I=l§ Inc rem ent Prcc edurs
In the timr increment method, a time int=-rval
(t1,t2) is first defined. Each pair of trips, i and j, in
the timetable is examined in a specified order in an attempt
to find a ccmbinaticn of trips that minimizes the ?.rc cost
(Equation (3,2)) and that satisfies the following
conditions:
SI (j) -ET(i) < t2 Eqn (4. 1)
SI(j)-ET(i) > t1 Eqn(U.2)
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ST (j) -ET (i)-DD (EL (i),SL (j) ) > Eqn (4.3)
where DD (EL (i) , SL( j) ) is tha d-sadhead rime -to gc from xhe
«=nd Iccatlor. of trip i to the s-art location cf zrip j. A-
node i, the arc cost C« (i, j) for all trips j which satisfy
equarions (4.1) to (4.3) is calcula-ed. Trip k is selected
to fcllcw trip i on a partial vehicle schedule if
C»(i/1^) = niin C'(irj)- Eqn(4.a)
Of course, if trip i is -he 9nd -rip of one partial vehicle
block and trip k is the beginning trip of a second partial
vehicle fclcck, this Cferation concatenates the vehicle rlcck
beginning with trip k to the end cf the vehicle blcck ending
with trip i, creating a longer vehicle block.
Ecr a trip i, the procedure starts with an interval
(t1,t2) wh*-:re t1 = 1 and t2=DELTA and examines all trips i
which saticfy Equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). Upon
compl-iting the examination of all trips j, a new time
interval (t1 ,t2) is formed where t1 = t2+1, t2=t 1 + DELTA- 1 and
the process is repeated. The initial study done on the MST
databasa by LCDR Mitchell is a special case of the method.
The initial study looked at increments of 1 minute, i.e.
t2=t1. Th-r first trip j which satisfied Equations (4.1),
(4.2) and (4.3) was concatenated with trip i and any ether
possible trip was ignored. Chapter V will discuss the
sensitivity to DELTA.
The basic steps of the time increment procedure is
as fellows:
Step 1: Input a timetable, let DELTA and VALUE be specified
and scrt the timetable by the start time cf each trip.
(DELTA is the length of the time interval and VALUE is the
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maximuai aircuiit of acceptable waiting nime or d'-adhsad "-ime.
DELTA is less than or equal tc VALUE.)
Steo 2: S€t lower limit for time interval t1-=i and .set upper
limit for time interval t2=iQin (D2LTA, VALUE). L^t i = 1.
Ste£ 3: for trip i,
3. a. If trip i is nor the last trip in a vehicle block,
incrensnt i and go tc Step 3 unless i equals -^.he number of
trips in the timetable, -hen go to S-ep 8.
3.b. Compute rhe number of different lin-s traversed on
the partial vehicle block associated with •ziLy i. Let j = i
+ 1.
Ste£ 4: Fcr trip j,
U.a. If trip j not zh<=: star- of a oarriai vehicle block,
increment j and go to Step 4 unless i gr^eter -hat the
number ct trips in the timetable, then go to 3t^p 5.
4.b. If trip j docs not satisfy Equations fU.1),(a.2) and
(U.3), increment j and go to Step U unless j greater that
the number cf trips in the timetable, tnen go to Step 5.
4.C. Compute the number of different line.s and number of
trips that would be traversed if the oartial vehicle block
up tc and including trip i was concatenated with th- partial
vehicle block commencing with trip j.
4.d. If the total number of lines traver^^ed is greater
than maximum number of lines permitted, increment j and go
to Step U unless j greater that the number of trips in the
timetable, then go- tc Step 5.
U.e. If the deadhead time or the waiting time is greater
than the oiaximuir allcwed, increment j and go to Step 4
unless j greater that the number of trips in the timetable,
then go to Step 5.
U.f. Compute ccst cf an arc using Equation (3.2) .
4.3. If ccst is greater than or squal to previous minimum
cost, increment j and go to Step 4 unless j greater that the
number of trips in the tiraetabla, then go to Strp 5.
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4.h. E-rplacs previous minimum cost by cost, 1st j*=j, (j*
is th€ current candidate to concatenate with trip i) ir.crs-
iDsnt j and gc to Stap 4 unless i greater that the r.umbsr of
trips in the timetable, then continue.
S15£ 5: Let j = i+1. Let t1=t2+1. Let t2=min (- 1 + DELTA-1
,
VALUE) and go to step 4 unless t1 is greater than VALUE.
Then, continue.
StSD 6: If a trip j* found, connect trip i to trip j* on the
vehicle blcck.
Sl5£ 2' Increment i and go to step 3.
§1^2 Q* Stop. (Vrhicle blocks have been completed.)
2 • Katchina Proc edu re
The matching method adapts some of the ?roc^dur?s in
[Eef. 4]. Unlike the time increment method which only looks
at one trip at a time, the match:;.ng algorithm examines more
than one trip at a time. The matching procedure requires
that the level of each node (trip) be specified. The level
of a node is the relative depth of the node in respect tc a
particular starting node, that is, the maximum number of
trips which could precede it in a vehicle block. Let trip i
be represented by node i in a network. An arc exists from
node i tc ncde j if Equation (3.1) is satisfied and the arc
is given a ccst of 1. Each ncde is connected to a sucerncde
s. The level of each node i is defined by the longest path
from s tc i. Since the network is acyclic, all longes"^
paths can be easily found [ Ref . 3].
The algorithm precedes as follows. All trips at
level 1 ar= called partial vehicle blocks. A matching
problem with self locps (a node Cc.-?. be matched to itself) is
defined where the partial vehicle blocks on level 1 ar? one
set cf ncdes and the trips en level 2 are a second set of
nodes. The arc costs are as defined in Equation (3.2), and
the self Iccp ccsts (the cost of not concatenating a trip
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with anoth<=r trip) ara s^t to a large number. The solution
to *h€ latching prcblea finis the "bes-" set of partial
vehicle fclccks for all trips on levels 1 and 2. The partial
vehicle fclccks on levels 1 anrl 2 nc w become a set of nodes
and the trips on level 3 become a set of nodes. The arc
costs are again defined by Squat icn (3.2) and the self loop
costs are set -^o a large number. Th-? solution to *he
matching problem finds the "besv" se- of partial vehicle
blocks on levels 1 through 3. This procedure continues
until all levels have been examined.
Seme of the nodes may not b€ matcned in the matching
problem d€fined en level k for a variety of reasons. For
example, the number of part:.al vehicle blocks on levels 1
through k-1 may be less than (greater than) the number of
trips on level k. If a node {partial vehicle block) is not
matched on a lower level, its le\el is raised and it is
included in the latching for the n== xt level. For example,
if level 1 had 3 nodes and 1-iVc^l 2 had only 2 nodes, then
the on? unmatched node from l^vel 1 is added to the list of
possible candidates fcr the :ria.tch:.n:f problem from level 2 to
level 3. This upgrading of the partial vehicle blocks
continues until it is not pcss:'.ble to match this node with
any node on the next level because the maximum deadhead or
maximum waiting time constraints are violated.
The basic steps for the matching procedure =r=:
^112 1- Ir.put a timetable and set up a network where each
arc has a ccst of 1.
Ste2 2: Find longest path frcia s to each node i and assign
each node the appropriate level.
Ste£ 3: Let all trips on level 1 be called partial vehicle
blocks and let i=1.
Step U: For level k= i+1
,
4. a. Find all feasible arcs from the partial vehicle
blocks on levels 1,2,..., k-1 to the trips on level k by
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using Eguaticn (3.1) and find ths associated arc ccs* uisirg
Equation (3. 2) .
U.t. Set self looping cost as a large number.
4.C. Find minimal matching cost solution and upda-*? the
partial tlccks.
Step 5: Incrament i and go to s-ep 4 unless all levels hav»^
been matched.
Step 6: Step. (Initial vehicle blocks have been found.)
3- llcck Ifflproye nien t Pr oced ure
The block improvement procedure is based on the
concept tha- the vehicle blocks migh- be improved ir. the
sense of reducing the number cf different lines in a vehicle
block. This is accomplished by "freeing up" the ends of
each vehicle block and solving a matching prcblem. The
procedure finds the start of a vehicle block and compares
the line r.umber for the first two trips. If these
-ri^r-'s ^~'=-
from the same line schedule, the second and third trips are
compared fcr the same line number. If these trips are from
the same line schedule, the third and fourth trips ar= sinii-
larly compared. If all four trips are from the same iin*=
schedule, the vehicle block is removed from consideration
for the block improvement procedure.
There are two ways to have a vehicle block b=come
eligible for this procedure; first, if the vehicle block
contains less than, four trips, or second, the vehicle tlcck
has interlining within the first four trips. If a vehicle
block has less than four trips and each of the trips =ire
from th= same line schedule, the vehicle block is d-fined as
a node in LIST1 which is a partial listing of nodes to be
used for a aiatching problem. If a vehicle block has inter-
lining within the first four trips, the vehicle block is
split between the two trips where the interlining occurs.
The partial vehicle block up to the interlining is defined
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33 a ncds in LISI1 and the split off portion is defir.si as a
nods in IIST2 which is a partial listing of th-r seccrid set
cf ncG€S for a jiatchi.rg probl«=-m.
Afr'sr all th€ nodes in LIST1 and LIST2 hav9 b«sn
defined, feasible c:rcs are determined by Equation (3.1)
between nodes in LI Jill and LIST2 with arc costs dr-termined
by Equa-ion (3,2). Self looping cos- are defined as zero
for ncd^s in LTST1 and as a large number for nodas in LI3T2.
This is to insure that at a minimum of the old vehicl?-
tlocks will be redefined as a vehicle block and not create
mcr9 vehicle blocks -.han originally started with. A minimum
cost matching probleii is solved and the vehicles blocks ar^
updated by the solution. As soon as the procedure is
completa en the front end of each vehicle, the procedure is
applied tc the tail end of each vehicle block. For the
tails, a total cf fcur trips can be examined, just as with
the front of eac>: ve.oicle block, and the procedure examines
the last four tr:.?s :rom the last tri? of th« vehicle blcck
backwards. 'Jpcr. completing the examination of the tails,
the front portion of the updated vshicle blocks is Icok-^d at
again. The prccedu::e continues until no changes are found
for either end and then stops. To prevent -^he possibility
of an endless loop or an excessive amount of time being
taken, the procedure only allows a fixed number cf itera-
tions. Chapter 7 discusses the sensitivity to the number of
trips into a vehicle block that the procedure checks for the
same line being traversed.
The steps of the block improvement procedure ar^ as
follows:
Ji^2 J* Irput an initial set of vehicle olocks. Let i=i.
1112 2' fc- trip i,
2. a. If trip i is not the first trip on a vehicle block,
incremen* i and go to Step 2 unless i equals the number cf
trips in -he timetable, then go tc Step 5.
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2.b, If -^rip i is 2 single trip, place trip i ir. LIST1.,
increiE€nt i and go to St9p 2 unless i equals the nunilD'rr o-f
Trips in th? timetable, then go -co Step 5.
2.C. Let trip j be the successor to iri? i and Ibt l*-i,
Step 3: Fcr trip j,
3. a. If -crip i* and -rip j ara nox trips from the sai';
line schedule, place trip i* into LIST1 and -rip j into
LIST2 and go to Step U.
3.b. If -rip j is rhs lasr trip in a vehicls blcck, ;lac'=
trip j intc LIST1 and go to Step 4.
3.C. Let trip i* = trip j and let trip j be the succ-sso::
trip to trip i* and go to Step 3 unless trip i* is the
fourth trip in a vehicle block, then continue.
Stj£ 4: Ircrement i and go to Stap 2 unless i €quals the
number cf trips in the timetable.
Step 5: Find all feasible arcs from nodes in LIST1 r.c nodes
in LIST2 by Equatior. (3.1) and the arc costs by Bq^ritioi
(3.2) .
StG£ 6: Set self looping costs for LIST1 equal tc zi-.r-c and
for LIST2 equal to a large number.
Step 7: Find zh<= minimuai cost matching solution and updat?
the vehicle blocks.
Step 8: Bspeat the procedure for the ends of ~3C'r. v-^hi-cla
block using the reverse cf the procedure, i.e. find the last
trip in each vehicle block and find its predecessor, ~-c.
Step 9: If there was a change in the vehicle blocks after
toth (zuds of the vehicle blocks have been through the proce-
dure, l = t i = 1 and go to Step 2.
SH£ 19.' Stop. (Vehicle blocks have been updatad.)
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E. CCHCaTESATING BLCCKS FOR VEHICLE SCHEDULES
1 . The Gree dy Ap proach
The previous procedures fora a. set. of feasible vehi-
cles tlccks. This procedure forms a set of vehicle
schadiiles from the vehicle blocks. This procedure is greedy
in tta- it concatenates the very firsz feasible vehicle
block -o the end of the vehicle block being examined. This
concatenated vehicle block is termed a longer vehicle block.
At th€ end of this procedure, the set of longer vehicle
blocks are the vehicle schedules.
The steps in the greedy approach are as fellows:
^12.2 1' Ir.put a set of initial blocks. Let i = 1.
Ste^ 2: Fcr trip i,
2. a. If trip i is not the end of a vehicle block, ir.crs-
iTient i and gc to Step 2 unless i equals the number cf trips
in thii tiietable, then go to Step 5.
2.b. Let j=i>1.
£'112 i}« f<^- trip j,
3. a. If trip j is not the start cf a vehicle block cr is
previcusly assigned, increment j and go to Step 3 unless j
great<:r than the number of trips in the time table, then gc
to Sts-p U.
3.b« If Eguaticn (3-1) is not satisfied, increment j and
go to Step 3 unless j greater than the number of trips in
the time table, then go to Step 4.
3.C. Concatenate the vehicle block that starts with trip i
to the vehicle block that ends with trip i to form a longer
vehicle block.
Steo U: Ircrement i and go to Step 2 unless i equals the
number cf trips in the timetable.




2- I]^l iVatchinq fl pp re ach.
The natching approach forjis v^f^hicle schedules from
vehicles blocks by a repeared solurion of a ma-ching
problem. The nodes in the matching procedure are the end
trips and the beginning trips for eacn vehicle block. The
procedure defines all feasible arcs by Zqua-icn (3.1) and
their associated costs by Equatioii (3.2) and selves a
miniaium cost matching problem.
The steps to the matching approach a;:e as fellows:
11^2 J* Input an initial set of vehicle blocks.
Steo 2: Find the ending nodes of all v--hicl-r blocks and the
starting nodes of all vehicle blocks.
Jli£ 3: Fin 5 all feasible arcs by Equa*. ion (3.1) b£tw=en the
end ncdcs of each vehicle blcck and th=! start nodes of each
vehicle blcck. Determine the arc cost by Equation (3.2).
Ste£ U: Set self looping cost equal to a large numb^'r.
^112 5: Find the minimum cost matching ."oluticn.
Ste2 6: Stop. (All nodes matched in tlie solition are
concatenated tc form vehicle schedules.)
C. UTILIZATION OF THE HEURISTICS
The methods to derive vehicle bloc.<s can be efficiently
combined with th5 approaches used to create vehicle sched-
ules. To generate results shown in Chapter V, all of the
possible combinations were examined initially and the ones
that derived the best solutions were ei:amined more closely.
Table II lists the possible combinations with the associated
index that will be used to display results in tables in
Chapter V. For exanple, if in examining a table located in
Chapter V and the method used was MTD=1, then the vehicle
blocks were created by the time increment method and the




Dsfinitions of Ways of Deriving Vshicls Schedule
METHOD VEHICLE BLOCKS VEHICLE SCHEDULE
MTD TItfE 1 MATCH 1 BLOCK GREEDY 1
. , , , ,., ,_ „,_
MATCHING
1 .1 . M M — -
1 YES 1 NO NO YES 1 NO
2 YES 1 NO 1 YES YES 1 NO
3 YES j NO NO NO 1 YES







1 YES NO YES 1 NO
1 YES 1 YES YES 1 NO
1 NO 1 YES 1 NO NO 1 YES
8 NO 1 YES YE S NO 1 YES
. . J
Procsdurs for deriving vehicle blocks
Time ref=rs zo the Time Increment. *ie-hod
Match refers to the Ma-chinq Method
Block: refers zo the Block lih prove menr Procedure
Procedure for deriving vehicle schedule from vehicle blocks
Greedy refers to greedy approach for 'he conca-ena-ing
of vehicle blocks
Matching refers to ma-.ching approach for the
concatenating of venicle blocks
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In this chapter, the methods shown in Table II for
creating vehicle blccks ^nd schedules were applied tc two
different databases - the MST database and one database
artificially generated - and the results are displayrd and
evaluatid. Ths procedures are evaluated as to their
validity for use in solving the vehicle scheduling problem.
A. HCDEI 7JLIDATI0N
The abbreviations usee, in the columns of the taoles
are
:
ML: maxiaiuai nuirber cf lines in a vehicle block.
?1TD: heuristic methods to derive the vehicle schedule.
The number in the coIum-. identifies the method used and
corresponds to that row in Table II, e.g., if MTD is 8, the
vehicle hlccks are derived by the matching procedure and
block iinprcvement procedure combined then the latchma
approach is used tc concatenate the vehicle blccks into
vehicle schedules.
WT : total waiting time for a vehicle schedule.
DHT: total deadhead time for a vehicle schedule.
N B : number of vehicle blocks required.
L/E: average number of lines traversed per vehicle block.
V S : total number of vehicle schedules.




The Mont=rey portion of the MST system is composed
of 1 6 different linss and 2U0 trips. The timetable utilized
was dated effective 20 November, 1982. This Tiime-.able was
used since i- was readily available, not rremendcusly
complex and easily reproduced since -he Rider's Gui3e,
[Bef. 6], contained the predecessor and successor trips for
each trip. The MSI timetable dealt only with the Monday
through Friday schedule. This schedule had a large AM peaK.
and a scnewhat smaller PM peak. It also had 20 different
starting locations excluding the depot. Tn the MST data,
the maxiium number of lines a vehicle was found to traverse
in a vehicle block was 7. Th = deadhead time was 3ppr:;xi-
mately 1105 minutes, the waiting time was 1417 jiinu-^es, the
number of vehicle blocks was 35, ths number of v<=hicl~s
scheduled was 26 and the number of lines/vehicle block was









\ WT 1 DHTI NBl L/B 1 vsi T/V 1
i
tiuivi 11051 351 2.941 26 j 9.23J
- 1
3. Ij^i^ial ^iiil
The initial study by LCDR Mitchell was carried cut
as a term project in a seminar class on Routing and
Scheduling at the Naval Postgraduate School, Ocrcber to
December, 1982. The approach taken was to generate the
vehicle blocks using a time increment method with the
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incremsnt being 1 minute. When a trip j was found -hat
could bs concatenated with a -rip i, the trips were joined
tog'=5th^;Dr to form a partial vehicle block. Th®se par-ial
vehicle blccfcs did not necessarily hav3 to bagir. at the
depot; the vehicle scheduling procedure zook this into
account when forming the vehicle schedules. The vehicle
scheduling procedure tried to exchange trips between the
vehicle blocks to reduce deadhead or waiting -imes cr number
cf lires traversed. Table IV shows the results for thr
TABLS IV




































































































initial study. For each maximum line (ML), -.he -abl= has
two rows associated with it: the first row is the initial
vehicle blccks and the second row is the number of vehicles
required after the concatenating procedure was applied. As




Tiae Increment Results - asT Datatais©
Parameters:
A1= 1 A 2= 1 A3= 1 Aa= 1 MDHT- 20 KWT= 3





























































































































































































































































Fcr the runs en the MST database, the raaximum allo-
wable deadhead time was set equal zo twenty :ninates and th^^
maximum allowable waiting time was set equal to -hirty
minutes. Table V displays the rasui-s.
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In this analysis, with A1= A2= A3= AU= 1 and .11= 1,
the results from the methods, MTD = 1, 2, 3 and U, wer^ the
same. This was expected since, with I1L= 1, the time ir.cre-
men- prccedure is basically a firs- in - first cut
algorithm. The results differed greatly when HiL was changed
from 1 tc 2 and then to 3. When ML was increased, the total
deadhead time and waiting time was decreased. With ML > 4,
the results stabilized. Other -han for ML of 1, the block
imprcvement. procedure reduced the average number of lines
traversed p'ir vehicle block (L/3) and generally reducad bo-h
waiting and deadhead time. The concatenation of th? vehicle
blocks into vehicle schedules was affec-ed by the method
used to derive the initial vehicle blocks. The block
imprcvemenz procedure generally increased the number of
vehicles reguired but reduced the average number cf lines
per vehicle block. Since the four methods (J1TD= 1, 2, 3 or
4) produced equivalent results, the analysis in -he
remainder cf *his paper concentrated on method a, lime
increment procedure with block improvemen-;: and matching
approach for the conca"enating of vehicle blocks into
vehicle schedules.
The sensitivity of the tiae increment procedure to
the size cf the interval (t1,t2) was examined. By holding
all the ether parameters A1, A2, A3, A4, MDHT and MWT
constant. Table VI shows the results of varying DELTA from
one minute up tc thirty minutes. In general terms, th«
bigger the DELTA, the smaller the average number cf lines
traversed in a vehicle block. For minimizing deadhead or
waiting time, a value cf DELTA between five to ten minutes
appear tc give the best result. Since one objective cf this
work was tc minimizs the number of lines traversed in a
vehicle blcck, a thirty minute DELTA was used, but with the







A1= 1 A 2= 1 A3= 1 Aa= 1 ?1DHT= 20 MWT= 30
MLIDELTA ^1 DHT ! ""ioj L/3 1 VS| T/V
2 1 2486 14521 48 1.77 30 8.00
2 3 2486 1452! 48 1 1. 77 30 8.00
2 5 2447 1413J 46 , 1.65 29 8.27
2 10 2447 14131 45 1.65 29 8.27
2 15 2275 14661 48 1.75 29 3.27
2 20 2285 1559! 52 1.53 30 8.00
2 25 2517 14251 45 1.53 29 8.27
2 30 2594 1425j 45 1 .43 29 8.27
j
3 1 2062 13781 4 5 2.31 28 8.57
3 3 2C62 13781 45| 2.31 1 23 3.57
3 5 2021 13451 43| 2.41 27 8.88
3 10 2090 12391 40
i
2.321 27 8.88
3 15 2056 14031 45 2. 17 27 8.88
3 20 2202 13201 411 2.09i 28 8.57
3 25 2530 12931 40 1.85 30 8.00
3
1 .^ .
_30_ 2532 13251 Jill 1.71!_31 7.74
1
4 "^ 1 2223 12371 391 2.761 27 3.88
4 3 2 2 23 1 12 37! 39 2.75 27 8.38
4 5 2C95 11 291 34! 2.85 26 9.23
4 10 2 167 1 1 521 3 6 2.77 28 8.57
4 15 2126 12 33) 3 9 2.71 28 3.57
4 20 2254 1 1250i 3 9 2.53 28 8.57
4 25 2410 12 6 91 39 i 2. 121 30 8.00
4 30 2455 13 29i 41 1.87 29 8.27
5 . Katchina
labia VII shews ths results of using 'he niatching
procedure tc gen-rrats the initial set of vehicle blocks for
the MST -imetable (htc = 5, 5, 7, 8) . The results indicate
that the mat chine prccedurs is indapendsnt of whether or net
block improvemen- was used. This rssul" was axpec-ed sine?
tha matching prccsdure a~t-5aapts to find th^ minimum ccst
matching solution while forming the initial vehicle blccks.
Again, the potential cost of the system increases ^s th<^
value of ML gets smaller. Since there is no real difference
in the msthcd used, method 8, the matching procedure with




Matching Results - UST Darabase
Faramet-rrs
:
A1= 1 A2= 1 A3= 1 A4= 1 MDHT= 20 MWT= 30
\
MLIMTDI j WT DHT 1 NBj L/B 1 VS| T/V j
1 5 1 1 2647 16211 531 1.001 29 8.27
1 6 1 2647 16211 531 1.001 29 3.27
1 7 1 2647 16211 531 1.001 30 8.00
1 8 1 2647 16211 531 1.Q0I 30 8.00
2 5 2343 13381 41| 1.75 27 8.88 1
2 6 2361 13261 41j 1.75 28 3.571
^ 7 1 2343 13381 4 1 1.75 27 8.381
8 2361 13261 ^11 1.75 23 8.571
J 5 1946 11 93 36 2.22 27 8.881
3 6 1946 1193 36 2.22 27 8.881
3 7 19461 11 93 36 2.22 27 3.381
3 8 1946 11 93 36 2.22 27 8.881
a 5 1689 11361 33| 2.631 26 9.23
4 6 1689 1 136 33 2.63 26 9.23
a 7 1689 11361 331 2.631 26 9.23
a 8 1689 1 1 361 331 2.631 26 9.23
5 5 1432 11361 331 2.931 261 9.231
5 6 1432 1 11361 331 2.931 26 9.231
5 7 1432 11361 33 2.931 26 9.231
5 8- 1432 1 11361 331 2.931 261 9.231
7 5 1421 1 11361 331 2.87 1 26 9.23
7 6 1421 1 11361 331 2.871 26 9.23
7 7 1421 11361 331 2.871 26 9.23
7 8 1421 1 11361 331 2.871 26 9.23
1
10 5 1 1421 1 11361 331 2.871 26 9.23
10 6 1 1421 1 11361 33) 2.871 26 9.23
10 7 1 1421 ! 11361 33 2.371 26 9.23
10
"IT
8 1 1421 1 11361 331 2.87| 26 9.23
1 5 11 1421 11 36 331 2. 871 261 9.23
15 6 II 1421 11 36 331 2.37 1 26 9.23
15 7 \ 1421 11 36 331 2.871 261 9. 23
15 8 II 1421 11 36 331 2.871 261 9.23
1 _ ^ _ I __.
approach for "he concatenation of the vehicle blocks into
V€hicl<= schedules, was used for the remainder of the
analyses en the MST database.
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6 • Ccjjgaris en of th 9 S ch^duling. Mezhods
Since th-5 ncnterey por-ticn of tha MST sys-^m was
constrained to hava no mora than saven lines p^r vehicle
tlock, the validation of thsse procedures was carried out
with tf.L = 7. Tafcle VIII shews the results with the
TABLE 7III
Coaparison - SST Database
ni'=-'hod I WT I DHTI I^B | L/3| VS| T/V~l
IMS! PToT?) 1 1051 351 2.94 | 26 | 9.23 1
jlnirial | 2844 1 1 1 23 1 29| 2.32| 28| 3.57|
I
T i me T""250T | 1269| 39| T7921 30j 8.00 I
rMatchirgT'"l"^21 I 1136| 33
1
2.37| 267 9.23|
MST refers to the orasent MST data
Initial refers t.o -he initial s-udy
Time refers to MT D 4
Matching refers to MTD 8
different scheduling methods. The deadhead -rime for th^
present MST schedule, for -he inizial study and for -he
matching procedure all are very close. Since the number of
vehicle blocks for the time incremen- method is larger than
the cthsr methods, the time increment method has more dead-
head time because of the larger number of trips tc and from
the garage. In addition, the time increment method had mor=
waiting time, number of vehicle blocks, and number of
vehicle schedules but a smaller average number of lines
traversed per vehicle block. The time increment method is
higher in the areas discussed but it is felt that by
changing the weights for each factor that this approach will
produce good solutions. Since the initial method gives




with th<= same paramerars, it app^^ars that the
matching aethod generates a solaton which regui-'ss 1?3S
dsadhead tine, fewer vehicle blocks, a smaliar i^umbr- of
vehicle schedules and more waiting time when compared with
the tine ircrement procedure. From these results, one would
probatly prefer the matching method to the time :ncr'f-m<-:nt
methcd fcr generating the initial vehicle blocks for the .^ST
system. The block improvement procedure has little effect
en the results.
E. EFFECTS OF CHANGING THE FACTORS HEIGHTS
Tc show the effects of changing the weight factors, two
cf the four factors {A1, A2 , A3 and A4) were held constant
and the other factors varied. This approach was selicted
since th= number of lines per vehicle block and the number
of lines divided by the number of trips were r«lat5d r.ni
total deadhead time and waiting time wsre related. The
methods examined are MTD 4, the time increment methcd with
block improvement and matching used for concat sna ting the
vehicle blocks into vehicla schedules, and XTD 8, :he
matching method with block improvement and matching used iior
concatenating th~ vehicle blocks into vehicle schedulss,
''
• iif^Siil Factors AJI and A2
Weight factor A1 is the factor associated with the
number of lines traversed in a vehicle block. The w^^ioht
was considered to be small and used only as a tie brea<er
when seeking to find the "best" trip j to concatenate with
trip i. Weight factor A2 is the factor associated with the
number of lines divided by the number of trips in a vehicle
block. The results in Table IX demonstrate that for both
the time increment and the matching procedures as one




eight Factors A1 and A2
Parameters:
A3s= 1 A4= 1 MDHT= 20 MWT= 3
ML IMTDJI WT DHT 1 NB| L/B 1 VS T/V All A2
4 2 59 4 1425 451 1.481 29] 8.27 1 1
2 4 2386 1548 531 1.811 31 7.74
2 4 2 46 6 140 1 461 1.651 301 8.00 1
? 4 2587 1413 t^S 1.431 30 8.00 2 1
2 4 2652 1392 44| 1.401 29 8.27 10 1
2 4 2 59 4 1425 45 1.431 29 8.27 1
2 4 2667 1377 43 1.441 29, 8.27 1 2
2 4 2 67 9 1377 431 1.441 29 8.27 1 10
._-_.
8 2 36 1 1326 411 1.751 281 3.57 11 1
2 8 2 00 153 501 1.941 23 3.57
2 8 21661 14051 44 1 1.901 231 8.57 1
2 8 2 36 1 1326 411 1.751 23 8.57 2 1
2 8 2 48 2 1289' 401 1.751 23i 3.57 10 ' 1
2 8 2316 1333 411 1.801 27 8.88 1
2 8 2 534! 12801 40| 1.75 23! 3.57 1i 2
2 8 2 49 1
2 53 2
1329 401 1.701 27 8.88 1 10
— --
4 1325 421 1.711 31| 7.74 1 1 1
3 4 197 5 139 1 451 2.62 23 8.57
3 4 1976 132 1 421 2.351 27 8.88 1
3 ^ 1 2 56 5 1292 401 1.801 29 8.27 2 1
3 ^ ! 2673 1305 401 1.601 29 8.27 10 1
3 ^ 1 2528 1353 421 1.761 29 8.27 1
3 ^ 1 26931 1305 401 1.571 29i 3.27 1 2
3 u 1 2-?12 1305 401 1.571 29 8.27 1 10
"T 8 1 1946 11931 36 1 2.22 27 8.88 1 1
3 8 180 3 1299 401 2.75 27 3.88
3 8 174 12661 38 2.57 27 8.88 1
3 8 1933 1206 361 2.22 27 3.88 2 1
3 8 197 3 1193 36 2.22 27 3.88 10 1
3 8 194 6 1193 361 2.22 27 3.88 1
3 8 2145 12451 36| 2.22 27 8.88 1 2
3 8 1 2 128 1171 34 2.00 27 8.88 1 10
(L/3) decreases, th€ to-tal deadhead tiae and -ctal vehicles
Troairsd decreasss ard -he total waiting time increases.
2 • WfisM Ii£t rs A3 and A4
Tha weight factor on deadhead time is A3 and the
weight factor on waiting time is A4. Ths results in Table X
indicate that when A3= A4= gives very reasonable results




Weight Factors A3 and a<l
Faramstars:
A1= 1 A2= 1 MDHT= 20 MWT= 3
[mLIMTCII HT I CHT | NBI L/B I vsi T/V ) A3| A4
2 'i 1 2 59 4 1425 451 1.43 291 8.27 1 1
2 •^ 1 2682 1377 431 1.44i 29i 8.27
2 U 2700 1386 44 1 1.43 30 \ 3.00 1
2 4 2 59 4 142 5 451 1.481 23! 8.27 2 1
2 4 2466 140 1 46)
451
1.65 3ul 8.00 15 1C
2 4 2 59 4 14251 1.43i 29; 8.27 1
2 4 2 44 6 1418 46 1 1. 56 291 5.27 1 2
2 4 2 25 3 1487 49| 1.77i 29 \ 3.27 10 15
, 1
""F 8 2361 1326 411 1.75 23) 8.57 1 1
2 8 2658 1283 381 1.63 23j 8,57
2 8 2 64 1 127 381 1.63 231 8. 57 1
2 8 2359 1313 41 1.73 28 8.57 2 1
2 8 2136 1381 43 1.86 23 8.57 15 10
2 8 2345 1339 41) 1.75 281 8.57 1
2 8 2241 1364 421 1.30 27» 8«88 1 2
2 8 2 120 1394 431 1.86 2d\ 8.57 10 15
"~T 4 2532 1325 421 1.71, 31 j "Til" 1 1
3 4 2715 1305 40} 1.57 29 j 3.27
3 4 2728 1290 1 401 1.70 2.^1 8.27 1
3 4 2532 1325 421 1 .71 31) 7.74 2 1
3 4 2021 1345 43 2.41 271 8.88 15 1C
3 4 2 53 2 1325 42 1.71 31 7.74 1
3 4 2 40 3 1298
1 411 2.04 i 291 8-27 1 2
3 4 2032 134 5 431 2.3 9 271 8.88 10 15
'~3'
8 19461 1193 361 2. 22 i 27) 3 .88 1 1
3 8 2 2721 1269 371 2.05 27) 8.88
3 3 22831 1256
t
371 2.05 1 27) 6,88 1
3 8 1S35I 12591 391 2.23 27) 6.88 2 1
3 8 18101 1219 1 381 2.55
.
27! 3.88 15 1C
3 8 19311 1206 361 2.25 27) d.88 1
1 31 8 18991 1210 361 2.33 i 27, 8.88 1 2
3 3 1689 1 12141 37) 2.62 27i >v . 8 8 10 15
Largs values of A3 and A4 giva -h= sraall-is-: waiting tiiD€ tu*
the largest value of lin =s psr vehicle block.
C. EFFECTS ON TBIP DEPTH FOR BLOCK IHPfiOVEMENT
The purpose of the block improvsnient procedure is zo
reduce the number of lines per vehicle block (L/B) . The
procedure allows the removal of up -o four -rips frcm a
vehicle block. The question is to determine the proper
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depth into a vahicle block (the dapth of a vshicls block is




A1= 1 A2= 1 fl3= 1 A4= 1 MDHT= 20 MWT= 30
ilLI MTDj WT 1 DHT | NB| L/3 ( VS | T/V | DEPTH
21 4 1 2598 14251 45 1 . 60 | 29i 8.27| 2





31 4 1 2541 1 1337
31 4 1 25321 1325
421 1.781 301 8.001 2 i
421 1.711 31| 7.74) 4 |
1
4| 4 1 2490 1 13291 41| 1.97| 29| 8.27| 2
4) 4 1 24551 13291 41| 1 . 37 | 29| 8.27| U
2 1 8 1 234 3 1 13 38 1 41) 1.75 j 27) 3.a8| 2
2| 8 1 23611 1326) 41) 1.75) 28| 8.57| 4
3 8 ) 1946) 1193) 36) 2.221 27 8.88 2
3 8 ( 19461 1193) 36) 2.22) 27 8.88 a
L _ „. , , , ,
) 4| 8 1689) 1136) 33) 2.66) 26) 9.23 2
4| 8 16891 1136f 331 2.53( 26) 9.23 4
I— - _ — - - J
which can b= split apart. Table XI is a comparison of thr
methods when rhe depth is changed from -wo trips tc fcur
trips. The column in Table XI that is labeled DEPTH refers
to the maximum number of trips that was checked fcr trav-
ersing "the same line. The -ime increment method was
somewhat sensitive tc the depth of a vehicle block and -the
greater the depth the smaller was the value of lines per
block, waiting time and deadhead time. The matching-tased
procedure was not affected by this procedure.
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D. APFLICATIOS 10 AN ARTIFICIAL DATABASE
Tc det^rmins th*: g^neralr.tias of -chess resul- = , a
second, artifical database was gsnerat.sd. Figure 5.1 shews
Start End St IT' End
Lina Tini€ Tims Lcc•itiOL Loca-ion Hea
1 7. 20 3.15 \ A q
2 7. 05 8.10 3 D 17
3 7. 10 8.00 3 D 13
4 7.05 8.20 3 E 6
5 7.20 8.15 !^ A 18
6 7. 10 3.45 s D 14
7 7.aG 9,00 1^ D 15
8 7. 30 8.20 " F 21
9 7. 25 8.25 p C 17












Deadhead rcatri;: (depo- iccat.ed at A)
I A 3 C D E F
A 1 10 18 18 18 10
3 1 10 10 13 18 18
CI 18 10 10 18 18
D ! 18 13 10 10 18
S 1 18 18 13 10 10
F 1 10 18 18 18 10
Figure 5.1 Database 2 Houte Structure.
how a timetable was constructed. The depor was located a-
node A. Tc illustrate, the first -ri? associated wi-h lin-
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1 would begin at 7.00 and have a duration of 75 3i::u-=s.
Tha second xrip associated with line 1 would begir. c.*: 7,0?
and have a duration cf 75 minu-css, etc. The hea'iway is zh^
interval cf time between successive trips leaving a sT:eci-
fied starting node fcr a specified line. The period of -iin^-
that was covered by the -imetable was 5 hours and r==3ulted
in a timetable which consisted of 230 trips. Tabl== XII
TABLE III
Database 2 Initial fiesalts
Parameters:
A1= 1 A2= 1 A3= 1 A4= 1 aDHT= 20 MWT= 30





































































shows the initial rssults fcr methods 4 and 8. Me-hcd 4
again stabilized very early and continued to have a very low
number of lines per vshicle block but did "pay" for this in
high'Sr waiting time, deadhead -:Lm9 and number of y«hicle
blocks. In contrast, method 8 (matching) ended wirh a
higher L/B but significantly reduced WT, DHT, NE and VS.
These solutions again seem to indicate that the mstching-
based procedure is preferable to the time ir.crement
procedure.
Varying the weighting factors showed similar results as
those obtained from the :iST database. Tabl^ XIII shows the




Database 2 - Varying A1 and A2
Earametars:
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signif icarit decrease m WT and DHT and a sianifican*
increase in average lines per vehicle olock when A2 equalled
as ccmpar^d t.o wher. A2 = 1. Also, values cf WT, DHT, and
L/B appear independ-?nt of the weight on A1. A si-nilar se-
of r-5sui^s was noted for msthod 3. Again, thes3 results
seem tc indicate that only A2 needs a weight.
Table XIV shows the results of varying the weights en A3
and A4. Ir.creasing the weight on A3 and A4 decreases the
deadhead tin.e but increases the number of lines per vehicle
block and r.umber of vehicle schedules and, for the time
increment method, increased the waiting time.
For the same parameter settings, the matching procedure
clearly dominated the time increment procedure with respect
to total deadhead time and number of vehicle schedules and
was clearly inferior in terms of lines per vehicle block.




Database 2 - Varying A3 and 14
Parameters:
A1= 1 A2= 1 MDHT= 20 MHT= 30























































































































































than "he time ir.cr ^men* "nathcd bat, for ML = 2




VI. CONCLO SIGNS AND AREAS FOR FORTHEfi INVESTIGATION
The procedures devaloped attemp-sd to minimize -he
average number of lines xraversed in a vehicle blcck while
maintaining a high average number of trips per vehicle
schedule. Both procedures used a modified linear weiah-ed
sum cos- function, Equa-ion (3.2), to derive -he ccs-s of
concatenating trip i to a trip j. The factors included -he
number of lines traversed in a vehicle block, the number of
lines traversed divided by the number of trips in a vehicle
block, the deadhead and waiting times.
A. CCNCIOSICNS
These procedures can be applied to obtain a reasonable
solution for a vehicle scheduling problem with interlining
constraints. The matching-based procedure consistently
cbtained a tetter solution in terms of waiting and deadhead
times, number of vehicle blocks and average number of trips
per vehicle schedule. The time increment procedure did
result in a lower average number of lines traversed per
vehicle block. However, it is possible to increas'= the
value of A2 so as to have the matching-based procedure
produce results comparable to the time increment crccedure.
For exanple, when A2 equaled 10, the results fcr bcth
methods on the MST data set were nearly identical for L/B.
The CEU time for both of these procedures averaged less than
5 seconds en an IBM 3033 so computational time was not
considered a factor in the comparison of the two methods.
Based on the assumptions and the results of this study,
it is possible to find reasonable solutions to the vehicle
schedulinq problem with interlinina constraints. One can
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vary the sclution by increasing or dacreasing the values
associated with each factor and soir-G general guidelines can
be astablished. A1, -ihe facxor .cor the number of lines
traversed is not a dominant factor bu- it: can be useful zo
break ries. k2 , -he factor associated wi-h -he number of
lines traversed divided by the number of -rips, can dominate
the solution and, by increasing or decreasing its weight, a
desired value can be found. The Uos of the factor A3, for
deadhead tine, is obvious as is A4, the fac-.or for wai-ina
time. Ey varying A3 and A4, solu-ions can be changed
dramatically but it is obvious that the deadhead time factor
should have a weight greater th^n the waiting time factor
weight. Ccns-raining the maximum number of liL<:S traversed
in a vehicle block increases the costs of the system in
terms of deadhead tine, waiting time and number of vehicles
needed. For the time increment methods, ^he block improve-
ment procedure can reduce tha avirage number of lines
traversed in a vehicle block.
E. ABEAS FCH FOETHEB INVES TIGATIOS
This s-udy used a modified linear func-ion to develop
the cost cf an arc based on -he r.uTiber of lines traversed,
the number of lines traversed divided by the number of
trips, deadhead and waiting times. The procedures did not
attempt to find the optimal values for the weights of each
factor, rather, examined to see if this -ype of approach
could leac to feasible solutions. The true sensi-^i vi-^y to
each cf the factors has not been fully determined, instead,
guidelines were given as -o whether or not a factor should
have a ncn-zero weight. An investigation into finding cut
if a ratio of one weight to another might lead tc better
solutions, e.g., should the weight for deadhead time to
waiting time be 2:1, 3:1, or what?
SU

Ano-cher consideration is The use of the modified lir.sai:
function. The objective function might be better repre-
sented by a nor-linear form. kn example is the fac^or
concerning waiting time. Some waiting time could be consid-
ered an asset so as to catch the schedule up if the vehicle
falls behind schedule or to allow for driver relief, etc.
The modified linear function assumed a valua of for the
waiting tim== if less than a given value (for the study it
was 5 minutes) . It does not necessarily seem logical that
waiting time as a cost would be linear after -^.hat time since
it would become mor? of a cost and the relationship tc the
cost might not be linear. Similar logic could be applied to
deadhead tiie. Some deadhead time is a fix=d cost but the
deadhead tiie f r cm ore location to another might be benefi-
cial somewhere down the schedule since it might make a valid
connection which cculd end up saving more than -^he cne cost.
Cne approach to answer this might ba to derive a tsntative
vehicle tlock then apply a savings type algorithm to it.
This type of approach could take the place of or be in addi-
tion to the block iiprovement procedure. Another possible
solution might ba to darive a strictly non-linear function.
The prcceduras looked at daalt only with vehicla sched-
uling and ignored the driver scheduling problem. If the
problem is to be solved using a simultaneous method for both
tha driver/vehicle scheduling, how can these procedures be
applied? Cne could add mora constraints so as to satisfy
the driver scheduling problam but will it still lead to a
reasonable solution? Question in this area of driver/
vehicle scheduling can lead into other araas for further
research.
The procedures developed were appliad only to ": wo small
timetables. The application to a larger timetable and the
resultant solution should be investigated to get a better
feel for the values of the weights for the different
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factors. The effect of ccnstrain-^s on how long a vshicle
can pr€fcrni a sch'Sdule should be in vastigatad, along with
the effect of hatercgf^jReous vehicles and/or mul-iple aepo-s.
Beyond the questions of deriving vehicle blocks is the
question of concatenating the blocks into feasible and
reasonable vehicle schedules. The procedures used in -his
study were fairly simple. Concatenating the vehicle blocks
could ba approached using a savings type approach which
could interchange trips from one vehicle block tc another
vehicle block in crder to reduce some desired factor.
Additional approaches ar^s as aiany as there are people to
deriv€ them.
C. COMMENTS
As any individual whD has a^-empted tc solve a vehicle
scheduling cr a i^river scaeduling problem can attest, there
nay net te a comnton answer as to -cha bas- solution or to how
to derive a reasonable solution. This s-udy has shewn -^.ha-
reasonable scluvions zo -he vehicla scheduling problem with
interlining constraints c=n be obtained using the twc proce-
dures dascribed. The aatching-based procedure does produce
tetter solutions and ca- giva comparable solutions to a
schedule that is in existsnce for a mass transit system.
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